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Why TR?.

serves

PUBLISHING OR PRESENTING A PAPER

OUTSIDE OF TEK?

Technology Report two

purposes . Long-range , it promotes the

flow of technical information among

the diverse segments of the Tektronix

engineering and scientific community .

Short - range , it publicizes current

events (new services available and

notice of achievements by members of

the technical community ) .

All papers and articles to be published or presented outside Tektronix must pass

through Technical Communications Services (TCS) for confidentiality review .

TCS helps Tektronix employees write , edit and present technical papers .

Further, the department interfaces with Patents and Licensing to make sure that

patent and copyright protection has been undertaken for all patentable and

copyrightable material discussed in the paper or article .

Contributing to TR

Do you have an article or paper to
contribute or an announcement to

make? Contact the editors on ext .

MR-8934 or write to d.s. 53-077 .
For more information and for assistance in producing your paper , contact

Eleanor McElwee , ext . 8924 (Merlo Road ). I

How long does it take to see an article

appear in print? That is a function of

many things (the completeness of the

input , the review cycle and the

timeliness of the content ) . But the

minimum is six weeks for simple
announcements and as much as 14

weeks for major technical articles .

The most important step for the

contributor is to put the message on

paper so that the editor will have

something with which to work . Don't

worry about organization , spelling ,

and grammar. The editors will take

care of those when they put the article

into shape for you . O
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COMPUTER -AIDED THERMAL ANALYSIS

OF ACOPPER CLAD EPOXY GLASS BOARD

Gordon Ellison is a specialist in the thermal characteristics of electronic devices and systems. He joined Tektronix

in 1976 from the National Cash Register Company. He holds a B.A. in physics from the University of California ,

Los Angeles, and a M.A. in physics from the University of Southern California, Los Angeles. Gordon is available

to aid you in thermal analysis, call him at extension 7887 (Beaverton ). He is part of the Thermal Analysis Group

in Engineering Services,

Computer analysis methods can be successfully applied to

most thermal systems such as silicon transistor chips , chip

packages , heat sinks , and complete electronic enclosures .

Most practical applications of thermal analysis involve

three modes of heat transfer : conduction , radiation , and

convection . Convection may also require the thermal

analyst to consider air flow characteristics .

The accuracy of a computer -aided study depends on the

complexity of the thermal system and the judgement of the

thermal analyst . Very complex systems usually require the

thermal analyst to make many simplifying assumptions to

translate the physical system into a mathematical model

that the thermal analyst can set up and solve economically

and on schedule . The complexity of the math model is

usually limited by the accuracy of the data that char

acterizes phenomena such as convective heat transfer and

resistance to air flow .

Let us consider the case of a 0.062-inch thick epoxy-glass

card having a one -ounce (0.0014 inch ) copper cladding on

both surfaces . The board is oriented vertically with three

TO-220 transistors attached (figure 1 ) . The total power

dissipation on this 3 - inch by 6-inch card is 10 watts .

Although this thermal system appears rather simple , an

accurate analysis must include the effects of the dominant

heat transfer mechanisms. In this case , omission of the

thermal spreading resistance ( the localized conductive hot

spots in the immediate vicinity of the transistors) or free

convection and radiation from the surface will lead to very

significant errors . Most of the computational complexity

in this case is due to the poor heat conduction of epoxy

glass and very thin copper layers . Large temperature

gradients can be expected and must be provided for in the

thermal modeling .

A SYSTEM IS ANALYZED

The least accurate of the input parameters required in this

type of analysis is the unit surface conductance , or heat

transfer coefficient, h . The following discussion outlines a

reasonable method of computing h from the sum of free

convection and radiation heat fluxes (watts per square

inch ) :

The following application problem illustrates two very

different methods of thermal analysis . Furthermore , in

this application , conduction , radiation , and convection

( the three dominant modes of heat transfer) play signi

ficant roles .

(Q/ A)cony 0.0022 { [T, - TA ) / H } 1/4

and (Q / A ) rad = 3.657 x 10-11 x ex {( T . + 273 )4 -

(TA + 273)4} ,1oz Cu

0.062

EPOXY-GLASS

2.5W

2.5W

5W

T, and TĄ are the average surface and ambient tempera

tures , respectively , in ° C . € is the gray-body surface

emissivity for radiation and H is the plate height in inches .

The numerical procedure , outlined here , consists of cal

culating and plotting the total (Q/A) (Q / Acony +

(Q/A)rad for several temperature rises , Ts - Ta . The total

heat transfer coefficient for one side may be computed for

every point on a Q/A vs T - T graph from h = (Q/ A ) /

(T. -T2) . The resultant h for the epoxy- glass card is plot
ted in figure 2. At Q 10 watts , h = 0.00648 and 0.00737

watts/in?. ° C for e = 0.25 and 0.9 , respectively . The

smaller and larger values for e are for oxidized copper and

copper painted flat black , respectively .

3.0in

6.Oin

Two different digital - computer programs are used to

compute a temperature profile for the card . The actual

temperatures are determined experimentally to provide an

indication of the accuracy of the computer modeling .
Figure 1. Double clad epoxy-glass circuit board with three

TO-220 transistor packages .
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Figure 2. Average heat transfer coefficient vs. total power

dissipation . Includes natural convection and radiation . Figure 3. TAMS (Thermal Analyzer for Multi- layer

Structures) model of circuit card .
The equation for this type of problem is :

22T

дх2
+

a2T

ду2
+

22T

az2
=E - Qv/k

described as a network of thermal conductances . The

program is based on an energy balance at each and every

node. Figure 4 illustrates the thermal network model for

this problem . Note the typical circuit elements that inter

connect the various nodes . Most of the NETFA input
consists of the interconnected nodes and the numerical

values of these elements .

for a source density Qv (watts / unit volume) and a thermal

conductivity k .

The two computer programs use different approaches to

solve this equation consistent with boundary conditions :

Cu
aT aT aT= = at the edges . EPOXY-GLASS
ax ду az

Cu .
kəТ

= + h (T. - TA ) at the surface.
дz

The positive sign corresponds to the z = surface; the

negative sign corresponds to the opposing surface. 2.5W

One of my programs , TAMS (Thermal Analyzer forMulti

layer Structures) uses a Fourier- series solution of the form :

T ( x , y , z ) =
Σ ΣΣ (Afm (2) cos

2.5WIIIX mllyCOS

A B

P = m =

where the Fourier coefficients are determined according to

the boundary conditions at the exterior surfaces and 5W

consistent with the intermediate boundary conditions re
quiring continuity of heat flux and temperature at the
various material interfaces. Most of the input to this

program is shown in figure 3 : card dimensions A , B ;

copper layer thicknesses and conductivities t1 , t4 , k1 , k4 ;

epoxy-glass thickness t2 and t3 and conductivity k2 , k3 ;

heat source locations and dimensions ( xi , yi , Axi , Ayi, i = 1
PLANAR VIEW EDGE VIEW

3 ) ; and heat transfer coefficients for each of the two
exterior surfaces.

TYPICAL CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

The second program used , NETFA ( Network Thermal and

Flow Analyzer) is a general -purpose thermal -network Figure 4. 540 node thermal network model .

analyzer for solving most thermal problems that can be

4
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Figure 5. Experimental and theoretical temperature Figure 6. Experimental and theoretical profiles on copper

profiles on copper clad , epoxy-glass card . Emissivity clad , epoxy-glass card . Emissivity = 0.9 (painted black) .

0.25 (oxidized copper) .
The computing times were 2.2 and 29.5 central-processor

The temperature at the ith node is calculated iteratively seconds on the CYBER 175 for TAMS and NETFA ,

using respectively . The data preparation time is usually much

less for TAMS than for NETFA . Because TAMS requires
N

less computing time, it is the preferred computational tool

C ( i , j ) T ( ) + Q (i)
for thermal systems represented by three-dimensionaly

rectangular solid configurations such as small IC chips or

j # i
T ( i ) =

very large extruded aluminum heat sinks . NETFA on the

other hand , finds many applications in complex , free
N convection cooled enclosures as well as other complex

geometries . With either program, the input coding time is
C ( i , j )

usually much less than the time required by empirical

studies . Furthermore , once a theoretical model is estab
ji

lished , simulating physical changes is quite easy .

where Q(i ) is the heat dissipation at node i if a source exists ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
there ; C (i ,j ) are the interconnecting conductances .

I am indebted to Larry Haroun for assembling the test

C = hA : Convection / radiation apparatus and measuring the temperature profiles . Imants

Golts of the Scientific Computing Center suggested that
C = kA :L : Conduction

this article should be written ; his comments were of

A, is the node surface area ; Ac , L , and k are the cross
considerable value .

sectional area , path length , and thermal conductivity ,

respectively , for a conduction element . The iterative FOR MORE INFORMATION

method is particularly useful when the conductances are User's manuals for NETFA are available from me or from

temperature-dependent . the Scientific Computer Center . (My extension is 7887

(Beaverton) ; the SCC can be reached at 6870 (Beaverton) . )

RESULTS The TAMS user manual is in preparation ; meanwhile , you

The results from the TAMS and NETFA computations are can request a rough edition from me . Information on other

plotted in figure 5 for the case e = 0.25 and in figure 6 for e thermal programs is available by typing HELP,

0.9 . Experimental measurements of temperature using THERMAL on your Cyber terminal . O

iron -constantan thermocouples indicate good agreement

with the computed data ; both the theoretical and experi

mental profiles follow a value of y constant that runs

approximately through the center of the transistors .

Neither TAMS nor NETFA produces the continuous

curves shown ; these programs compute temperatures at

discrete locations , which are node centers with the NETFA

program and at user -selected spots with TAMS .
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PATENT RECEIVED, No. 4,171,515

MIXER TERMINATION FOR FLAT

FREQUENCY RESPONSES

RESISTIVE
ATTENUATOR

Gordon Long ,

Frequency Domain
Instrumentation, ext.

7193 (Beaverton )

LOW- PASS
FILTER

BAND- PASS
FILTER

IF
OUTPUT

DOUBLE - BALANCED
MIXER

LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

Figure 1. A typical double-balanced mixer before this invention . Resistance in

the signal path reduced sensitivity between 3 to 5 dB.

L1
LOW- PASS
FILTER

üm

DOUBLE- BALANCED
MIXERRF INPUT

A mixer translates an input radio

frequency ( RF) signal to an output
intermediate frequency ( IF) signal
which is the difference signal that
results when the RF is mixed with a

local oscillator ( LO ) signal in the
mixer circuit . When the input is a low
frequency band of signals , the desired
conversion is FiF = Flo - FRE. A filter is

used in the input RF path to pass
desired signals and suppress signals
that produce undesired signals of the

same frequency that will be passed by

the IF circuitry . These undesired

signals are caused by the harmonic
conversion and upper-sideband

conversion of practical mixers . An IF

band -pass filter is also used because a
second mixer translates from one IF to

a second IF .

BAND- PASS
FILTER

IF
OUTPUTHIGH - PASS

FILTER HI
R1 C1

LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

Figure 2. A block diagram of a double -balanced mixer using the present
invention .

diplexer for the usual low-pass filter.

(A frequency diplexer has three or

more ports and splits the signal energy
at one port into two

frequency -dependent paths . )

or

The RF and IF filters reflect out-of

band signal energy . When these filters

are connected to the mixer signal

ports , several dB of deviation from an

ideal ( flat) conversion response is
caused by reflection and remixing of
out -of -band signals .

more

represent the last element in the

adjacent filter. For example , the low

pass component Ll causes high

impedance out - of - band filter

behavior . RL is the termination

resistance for the high -pass filter
channel .

Previous solutions to this flatness

problem involved insertion of a
resistive attenuator in either or both

paths where reflections occur (see
figure 1 ) . This solution works because

desired signals are attenuated only
once but reflections are attenuated

twice . This solution is a compromise ,
trading signal loss for conversion

flatness. Typically the tradeoff is 3 to 5
dB of loss for 1 dB of overall flatness.

In this invention the common port of

the input filter is connected to the

mixer . Now the low-pass portion of

the diplexer becomes the RF input

filter and retains the same pass-band

and stop-band characteristics of the

earlier mixer's two -port low-pass
filter. With the common port of the
diplexer connected to the mixer , the

high -pass portion is available to

terminate the appropriate range of

mixer-generated out - of - band signals ,

thereby suppressing these reflections
and thus improving conversion

flatness . Sensitivity is also improved

because it eliminates the signal path
attenuation of the earlier technique .

Using a double -balanced mixer , out
of - band reflections can be suppressed
in either or both output ports of the

mixer . ( An IF band -pass diplexer
would consist of an appropriately

designed band-stop and band -pass
filter combination . ) Also the range of

out -of-band signals generated by the

mixer extends upward from 2 * Fif .

HOW THE INVENTION WORKS

Figure 2 shows a double balanced

mixer having three ports with input

and output filters at the mixer ports .
The invention substitutes a frequency

The invention can also be used with a

single-balanced mixer . However , this

application would require a more

complex group of filters because there

is just one signal port for the mixer . An

IF diplexer in this case is "a must " and

the input high-pass filter must

terminate all signals higher than the

intermediate frequency .
Continued on page 7

For the illustrated low -pass high -pass

diplexer where the common junction is

a parallel connection , L1 and Ci

6 .
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ADDITIONS TO

THE COMMITTEE

PARTICIPATION LIST

A PARTIAL LIST OF COMMITTEES

WITH TEKTRONIX MEMBERS

ANSI Y14.5 Dimensioning and Tolerancing of Engineering Drawings

• Chuck Sullivan , ext . 241 (Town Center)Al Zimmerman , Digital Products

Coordination , started the ball rolling

when he suggested that Technology

Report publish his short list of

industry-wide committees and their

Tektronix members . TR did , in the

March issue . As a result , TR has

received reader inputs listing
additional committees and their

Tektronix members .

ANSI X3J2 ANSI Standard Committee for the BASIC Programming

Language

• Dan Taylor , ext . 3621 (Wilsonville)

ANSI X3H3 Graphic Standards

• Dave Straayer , ext . 3544 (Wilsonville)

• Ken Willett , ext . 3419 (Wilsonville)

ASTM E43.20 Committee on Metric Practice

• Chuck Sullivan , ext . 241 (Town Center)We are publishing an updated list here
for those who could benefit from the

work of these committees , or who

could add to the list , or who would
want to be involved in or know about

the work of these committees .

EIA JT-20 Committee on Electric Optic Devices

• Peter Keller, ext . 6344 ( Beaverton )

EIA JT - 31 Committee on Optical Characteristics of Display Devices

• Ron Robinder, ext . 6643 (Beaverton)

IEC SC66B /WG4 Expression of the Properties of Logic Analyzers

• Murlan Kaufman , ext . 1761 ( Beaverton )

If you can contribute more names of
committees and their Tek members ,

send your inputs to Art Andersen, d.s.
53-077 . Please supply the organization
name , the committee name , its

function , its Tektronix representa
tives , and their positions . Technology

Report will publish an updated list . O

IEC SC66B /WG3 Expression of the Properties of Spectrum
Analyzers

• Morris Engelson , ext . 5946 (Beaverton)

IEC SG65 /WG6 Subcommittee on Physical Data Transmission

• Maris Graube , ext . 6234 (Beaverton )Continued from page 6

IEEE Pascal Standards Committee

• Bill Price , ext . 5847 (Beaverton )

In both single- and double -balanced

mixers the upper limit for proper
termination depends upon the

frequency range of the third harmonic

of the local- oscillator signal .

IEEE Computer Society Committee for Local Network Standards

• Maris Graube , ext . 6234 (Beaverton)

This mixer termination system can

improve the performance of the first
mixer of production spectrum

analyzers such as the 7L5, 7L 12 , and
7L13 .

IEEE Computer Society Test Technology Committee

• Harley Perkins , ext.6186 (Beaverton )

• Steve Pataki , Subcommittee on Digital Test , ext . 6073

(Beaverton )

ABOUT THE INVENTOR IEEE Instrument Society , GPIB Committee

• Maris Graube , ext . 6234 (Beaverton)

IEEE Technical Committee on Automatic Instrumentation

• Robert Chew , ext . 5626 ( Beaverton )

Gordon Long started at Tektronix in

1960 after graduating from Caltech .
Initially he worked in sampling scopes ,
but switched from time to frequency
domain when we entered the spectrum
analyzer field . The 491 , 7L12, 5L4, and

the newly announced 492 are analyzers
that he has contributioned to . For

further information call Gordon at

ext . 7193 ( Beaverton ) . O

Instrument Society of America , GPIB Committee

• Maris Graube , ext . 6234 ( Beaverton)

International Purdue Workshop

• Maris Graube, ext . 6234 ( Beaverton)

ISO TC97 / SC5 /Working Group 4- Pascal

• Bill Price , ext . 5847 (Beaverton)

Joint X3J9- IEEE Pascal Standards Committee (PC)

• Bill Price , ext . 5847 ( Beaverton )

X3J9 American National Standards Committee - Pascal

• Bill Price , ext . 5847 (Beaverton)

7
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STANDARDS UNDER REVISION

technical

Technical Standards is reviewing Tektronix Standards to

ensure older standards still effectively meet Tektronix

needs . If you have suggestions for updating any of the

following standards, contact Technical Standards at ext .

241 ( Town Center ) , d.s. 41-260. If needed ,feel free to request

copies of these standards .standards

ATTENTION ALL HOLDERS OF 062-1702-00 - Fabrication Standard, Welding, Soldering,

and Brazing .

ANSI/ IEEE STD 488-1978

062-1703-00 - Finish Standard (Cosmetics) , Glossary of

Terms.Please check your copy of ANSI / IEEE STD 488-1978 . On

the page entitled "Note Relation to IEC Standards , " be sure

these words follow the note : 062-1705-00 - Metric Standard , Drawings.

062-1725-00 - Circuit Board Standard , Manufacturing,
EC 200B .

Corrected Edition June 22 , 1979 .

If your copy does not have this statement , don't use it . You

can order new copies by calling Technical Standards , ext .

241 (Town Center) .
062-1733-00 Rackmount Standard .

062-1880-00 - Cable Standard , External Interconnecting

and Power .HARDWARE STANDARD : PRESS

MOUNT FASTENERS, STANDARD

AND RIVET TYPE

Circuit Board Standard , Marking072-2318-00

Adherence.

062-2319-00 -Switch Standard , Cylindrical Cam Switch .

062-2843-00 — Drafting Standard , Drawing Scale .

Standard and Rivet Type Press Mount Fasteners , Technical

Standard 062-4193-00 , has been published by Tektronix .

You can obtain your copy by calling Technical Standards ,

ext . 241 (Town Center) , or by sending a request to d.s. 41

260. To receive future updates of the standard , provide your

payroll code, name , and delivery station . The payroll code

enables Technical Standards to place your name on a

computerized distribution list for this standard. No charges

are made for Tektronix -published technical standards .

062-2846-00 - Glossary of Terms , Dimensioning and

Tolerancing.

062-3108-00 Circuit Board Standard , Electrodeposited

Gold Plate , Contact Areas .

Drafting Standard , Marking, Heat and Roll

BOOKS AVAILABLE

062-3159-00

Stamps .

062-3500-00 - Test Method Standard , Time Delay , 40 ohm

R.F. Cable and Cable Assembly .

Electromagnetic Waves Books are now available through

Technical Standards . They are published by Peter

Peregrinus Ltd. on behalf of " The Institution of Electrical

Engineers " (U.K. ) . Call Technical Standards at ext . 241

(Town Center ) to order .

062-3539-00 - Test Method Standard , Cable , Spark Test .

NEW STANDARDS

• Reflector Analysis and Design , by P. Wood ; ISBN -090

604821-4, 256 pp , 107 diagrams , 1980- $ 35.00. To borrow or order copies of standards, call ext . 241 (Town

Center) .

• Waveguide Tapers, Transitions, and Couplers , by F.

Sproleder and H. Unger; ISBN -090-604816-8, 320 pp ,

138 diagrams, 1979 - $ 35.50.
MIL- F-21608D - Military Specifications -Ferrule, Shield

Terminating , Crimp Style .

• E.L.F. Communication Antennas, by M. Burrows ;

ISBN-090-605871-9 , 343 pp , 76 diagrams, 1978 - $31.00.
MIL-STD-2110(EC) - Restoration, Overhaul , and Repair
of Electronic Equipment .

• Radio Direction Finding and The Resolution of

Multicomponent Wave-Fields , by P. Gething ; ISBN

090-60480-0 , 253 pp , 71 diagrams , 1978 –$35.00 .

MIL -STD - 193H - Painting Procedures and Marking for

Vehicles , Construction Equipment and Material Handling

Equipment .

• Microwave Homodyne Systems, by R. King; ISBN-090
122352-2 , 336 pp , 1977 - $ 36.00 .

MIL-S-83734C - General Specification for Sockets, Plug
In Electronic Components .

Continued on page 9
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CAD DEVELOPMENT ANNOUNCES SMS ...

A STATE MACHINE SYNTHESIZER

flops, each state variable adds one

input and two outputs to the logic.

SMS ( for state machine synthesizer) is

a program which helps designers

implement state machines by

generating and reducing equations for

flip - flops. Using SMS, a designer

describes the state machine in a high

level language.

SMS runs on the Scientific Computer

Center's CYBER 175 computer (the A

machine) . You can prepare input to

SMS with the SCRIBE editor . To get

a help page, enter :

HELP,SMS.

To get a writeup , enter:

WRITEUP,SMS.

• The SMS solution is correct .

• SMS solves the problem quickly .
• SMS provides documentation .

• SMS will eventually connect to
other CAD packages (a simulator,

wirewrap, and electronic circuit

board router ) if user interest is high

enough .

The SMS program is an improved

version of DDA (Digital Design Aid) ;

SMS handles more inputs and outputs

and has a more flexible input format.
The current limits for SMS are 29

inputs and 59 outputs to the next- state

and output functions logic.

If your circuit requires a state machine

too large to design by hand , you no

longer need to break it into linked state

machines resort to using a

microprocessor. Now you can use a

state machine so large that you

couldn't design it without a computer.

or
If your state machine is small enough

to design by hand , SMS will not

necessarily do as good a job as you
would do alone because SMS has to

include a nonoptimum minimization

algorithm to deal with large state

machines. Nevertheless , SMS offers

advantages for of small

machines:

FOR MORE INFORMATIONEach state-machine input contributes

one input to the logic. Each state

machine output contributes

output to the logic . For D flip - flops,

each state variable adds one input and

one output to the logic. For JK flip

one

users
If you have questions , suggestions , or

comments about SMS, call Doug

Brown on ext . 222 (Town Center) or

drop by 41-386. O

Continued from page 8
MIL-R-55082A Relay Assembly Re- 170 / M .

IPC-TC-510A - Revision A : Rigid Printed Board Clinched

Lead Wire Type Interfacial Connections . MIL - STD - 1763 - Aircraft / Stores Certification

Procedures .

IPC-TC-550A - Revision A : Rigid Printed Board Fused

In- Place Interfacial Connections. FED-STD-368A - Quality Control System Requirements.

IPC - T - 50A — Industry Standard, Terms and Definitions.IPC - A -600C - Revision C : Acceptability of Printed

Boards Special Addendum on Measles . Issued September
1979 . UL 62- Flexible Cord and Fixture Wire. New and revised

pages for the twelfth edition of UL 62.

Fed Test Method Standard No. 151B - Metals ; Test

Methods. MIL-A -46050C - Adhesives, Cyanoacrtlate, Rapid Room

Temperature Curing, Solventless .

ASTM-C408-76 –Thermal Conductivity of Whiteware
Ceramics . MIL-N-87144 — Networks, Fixed Film Resistors and

Ceramic Capacitors —for incorporation into electronic

circuits.NEMA SP / No . PR3-1980 - Guide to Pin and Sleeve

Plugs , Receptacles and Connectors .
MIL- D- 51456 Detector Cell , Chemical Agent ,

Ultrasonically Welded .DOD-STD-863B - Revision : Preparation of Wiring Data

and System Schematic Diagrams .
Rectangular,MIL-C-83513 - Connectors , Electrical ,

Microminiature Polarized Shell . OMIL-F-51165A - Military Specification Particulate Filter,

150 CFM , M9A1 .

MIL-P-46179(MR) –Polyamide- Imide Plastic Molding
and Extrusion Material .

9
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ENGINEER V PROFILES Engineer / Scientists IV's and V's serve as technical resources

both inside and outside the company . To increase their

visibility to the Tektronix technical community ,

Technology Report is publishing a series of profiles of these
individuals .

VAL GARUTS MORRIS

ENGELSON

Val Garuts , Lab

Scopes, ext. 6277

(Beaverton ).
Morris Engelson

Frequency Domain
Instrumentation, ext .

7946 (Beaverton ).

Val Garuts leads laboratory oscilloscope development

projects. This responsibility includes planning for our future

laboratory oscilloscopes . Val has been at Tektronix fifteen

years , during which time he was the project leader for the Morris Engleson has been associated with frequency

5030 series oscilloscopes ; the 1A7A , 3A9, and 7A22 10 domain engineering and marketing for many years - fifteen

microvolt amplifier plug - ins; the 7904 / 7A19/ 7B92 500- of them here at Tektronix . Presently , he is both chief

megahertz oscilloscope and plug- ins ; the 7104 / 7A29 / 7B10- engineer and marketing manager of the Frequency Domain

7B15 one-gigahertz oscilloscope and plug- ins ; and the 7854
Instrumentation Business Unit .

waveform processing oscilloscope ( the "smart " scope) .
Since the first spectrum analyzers were introduced more

His employment before Tektronix was in the fields of than forty years ago , many improvements have been made

memory-drum read / write electronics and oil- drilling -ship in analyzer performance , ease of use , physical and

location control and positioning systems , at Ferranti environmental capability , and price / performance

Electric and RH Controls . Earlier he studied electronics at relationships . Morris Engleson has been a major

the University of Queensland ( Brisbane , Australia) . contributor to this progress .

Morris was a founder and chief engineer of the PENTRIX

Corporation that developed the first plug-in spectrum

analyzers for Tektronix oscilloscopes and initiated the

development of what was to be the highly successful 491

portable microwave spectrum analyzer . Prior to Pentrix , he

was a group leader at Polarad Electronics , formerly a major

producer of spectrum analyzers .
Continued on page 12
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Yes

Val is a technical representative of his business unit ( Lab

Scopes ) and an advisor to people on topics as diverse as

math , computer analysis , circuits , and measurement

techniques . He built his qualifications to be an advisor on

his engineering and marketing experience : in scopes his

work has been with high-sensitivity through wide

bandwidth types ; in computer - aided design he helped

introduce TRAC , SLIC , SINC , and SPICE programs to

Tektronix and he wrote the linear-analysis program
GLUMP. Continued on page 12
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MARCH PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS

While providing recognition for

Tektronix engineers and scientists , the

presentation of papers and the

publication of papers and articles

contribute to Tektronix ' technological

leadership image .

The Technical Communications

Services ' ( TCS) Engineering Support

group's charter is ( 1 ) to provide

editorial and graphic assistance to

Tektronix engineers and scientists for

papers and articles presented or

published outside Tektronix and ( 2 ) to

obtain patent and confidentiality

reviews as required .

If you plan to submit an abstract,

outline, or manuscript to a conference

committee or publication editor , take

advantage of the services that TCS

Engineering Support offers . Call

Eleanor McElwee on ext . 8924 (Merlo

Road ) . O
The table below is a list of papers

published and presentations given

during March 1980 .

TITLE AUTHOR PUBLISHED PRESENTED

SOFTWARE :

" What If Mass Storage
Were Free ? "

George Copeland - Workshop on Computer Architecture

for Non-Numeric Processing

Larry Mayhew American Marketing Association
Conference

I

John Serbin American Marketing Association
Conference

Leonard Weitman Industrial Engineering -

MARKETING :

"MarketResponsive

ness : Key to Success

in the 80's "

" Industrial Market
Research : A View from

the Trenches"

MANUFACTURING:

" Estimating Production

Capacity in aMulti
Product Production

Area "

HARDWARE:

" Hybrid Assembly for
Electron- Beam A / D

Conversion "

O " On - Board Digital

Processing Refines

Scope Measurements"

" Measuring EMI with a

Spectrum Analyzer"

" Measurement of Inci
dental Carrier Phase

Modulation in TV

Transmitters "

Dale Hartman - -Electronic Packaging
and Production

Electronics -Val Garuts and

Jim Tallman

Dave Leatherwood POWERCON

Charlie Rhodes IEEE TV Conference

A box to the left of the title indicates that copies are available . For a copy of a paper or article listed here, photocopy this

table , check the appropriate box , and mail to TCS , d.s. 53-077 .

Name D.S.

Technology Report

MAILING LIST COUPON

O ADD Name :

O REMOVE

D CHANGE

Old Delivery Station :

New Delivery Station :

Payroll Code :

( Required for the mailing list )

Not available

to field offices .
1

MAIL COUPON TO 53-077 Allow four weeks for change
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Garuts Continued Engelson Continued

Traveling is part of Val's working environment : he recruits Morris has published thirty to forty papers and articles

prospective employees at colleges ; he makes concept-testing ( "depending on how you count ") . His latest article is "Digital

marketing tours ; and goes on the trade show , convention, Radio Measurements Using the Spectrum Analyzer " in the

and symposia circuit , participating in WESCON , IEEE April Microwave Journal. This article was preceded by
activities , the Columbia Executive Program , the "Check Impulse Bandwidth by Trimming Pulse Rate" in the

International Solid -State Conference, the Electrical and the January Microwaves and " The 492 is a New-Generation

Electronic Measurement and Test Instrument Conference, Spectrum Analyzer" in Tekscope .

and the Microwave Theory and Techniques Symposium (to

cite a few activities ) . His most recent international visit was The books Spectrum Analyzer Theory and Application ,

to several European countries to gather data and evaluate published by Artech House , and Spectrum Analyzer

ideas for future lab scopes . Circuits and Spectrum Analyzer Measurements, in the

Tektronix Concept Series , are additional contributions to

Four patents list Val's name as sole inventor : frequency domain knowledge to Morris ' credit .

No. 3,618,130 : High Efficiency Regulated Oscillator

Circuit Having a Substantially Sinusoidal Waveform .

Morris represents Tektronix on the IEEE Spectrum

Analysis Committee and represents the United States on the
International Electrotechnical Committee

Instrumentation .

on

No. 3,740,676 : Continuously Variable Resistance

Attenuator Using Lossy Lines and Having Constant
Transit Time .

No. 3,609,407 : Automatic Trigger Level Control Circuit .

Morris is a co-holder , with Arnie Frisch and Larry Weiss , of

Patent Number 3,325,754 Resistor-Diode Attenuator and

of Patent Number 3,274,505 Series Transistor Circuit with

Selectively Coupled Stages .
No. 3,733,514 : Wide Band Amplifier Having Two

Separate High and Low Frequency Paths for Driving

Capacitive Load with Large Amplitude Signal .
His degrees are a B.E.E. and M.E.E. from the City College
of New York . O

He is also listed as co-inventor on several patents and

applications for patents . O
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